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Quality of Servie of Failure Detetorsin the Presene of Loss BurstsIrineu Sotoma�y Edmundo Roberto Mauro Madeira�AbstratThe work of Chen et al [3℄, on Quality of Servie (QoS) of failure detetors, didnot expliitly model the possibility of loss bursts. They assumed only mean loss as thesystem parameter to message losses. This paper deals with the QoS of failure detetorswhen the probabilisti behavior of messages is extended with the probability distributionof loss burst lengths. The proposed Markov hain model, whih treats loss bursts, ispresented in this paper. Some simulation results are ommented.1 IntrodutionThe Chen, Toueg and Aguilera's paper [3℄, hereafter refered as Chen et al, formalized theQoS of failure detetors and developed new failure detetor (NFD) algorithms for synhro-nized loks (NFD-S), and unsynhronized loks (NFD-U and NFD-E). They assumed onlymessage mean loss probability as the system parameter for message losses. However, thereare networks, e.g. WANs, where the ourrene of loss bursts is very ommon [4, 7, 8℄. So,it should be useful to extend their assumption to deal with loss bursts.Yajnik et al [7℄, and Zhang [8℄ found out, from experiments performed on WANs, thatMarkov hains are adequate to model loss bursts. Sannek [6℄ proposed an eonomi Markovhain model to loss bursts whih needs only m+1 states, unlike traditional ones whih need2m states. m is the order of the Markov hain, and it represents the last onseutive losseswhih are onsidered by the Markov hain. His approah uses the probability distribution ofloss burst lengths to approximate both state and state transition probabilities. Therefore,we propose a Markov hain model, based on Sannek one, to model the QoS of failuredetetors in the presene of loss bursts. The simulation results show that the proposedmodel works better than, and similar to Chen et al work, respetively, when the system isbursty, and when it is not bursty.This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 shows the used Sannek model. TheSetions 3 to 10, whih shortly desribe the results of Chen et al, are inluded only to makethis report as self-ontained as possible. Setion 11 presents the proposed Markov hainmodel. Setion 12 disusses the simulation results, and Setion 13 o�ers some onlusions.�Institute of Computing, University of Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP.yResearh supported by FAPESP | Funda�~ao de Amparo �a Pesquisa do Estado de S~ao Paulo, grant#00/05369-2. 1



2 Sotoma and Madeira2 Loss Run-Length ModelSannek [6℄ de�ned a model for loss run-length with a Markov hain with limited state spae(m+ 1 states with limited m) (see Figure 1). The random variable X is de�ned as follows:X = 0 means no paket lost, X = z (0 < z < m) means exatly z pakets lost, X � z meansat least z onseutive pakets lost, and due to limited memory of the system, the last stateX = m is just de�ned as \m onseutive pakets lost". A state transition ours dependingon transition probabilities pij, with i < j (for loss burst lengths lower than or equal to m)or i � j = 0 (for a paket arrival), or i = j = m (for loss bursts greater than m). The stateprobability of the system for 0 < z < m is Pr(X � z), for z = 0 is Pr(X = 0), and forz = m is Pr(X = m).
PSfrag replaements

X = 0 X � 1 X � 2 X = mp00 p01 p12 p23 p(m�1)m pmmp10 p20 pm0Figure 1. Sannek model with limited state spae.3 The Failure Detetor Model of Chen et alThe Chen et al model to the failure detetor onsiders a system of two proesses p andq, onneted through a ommuniation link. Proess p may fail by rashing, and the linkbetween p and q may delay and drop messages. There is a failure detetor at q whihmonitors p, and that q does not rash. Heneforth, real time is ontinuous and ranges from0 to 1.The output of the failure detetor at q at time t is either S or T , whih means thatq suspets or trusts p at time t, respetively. A transition ours when the output of thefailure detetor at q hanges: an S-transition ours when the output at q hanges from Tto S; and a T-transition ours when the output at q hanges from S to T . They assumethat there is only a �nite number of transitions during any �nite time interval.Sine the behavior of the system is probabilisti, the preise de�nition of their modeland their QoS metris uses the theory of stohasti proesses. They only onsider failuredetetors whose behavior eventually reahes the steady state. In the steady state, theprobability law governing the behavior of the failure detetor does not hange over time.Their failure detetor reahes the steady state soon after the �rst heartbeat message is sent(see Setion 6).4 QoS metris for Failure Detetors of Chen et alThe QoS metris, that Chen et al proposed, refer to the behavior of a failure detetor afterit reahes the steady state. They de�ned one metri to desribe speed (how fast a failuredetetor detets rashes) and six ones to desribe auray (how well the failure detetor



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 3avoids mistakes). A mistake ours when the failure detetor at q outputs T when p is stillalive.4.1 Primary MetrisThey proposed three primary metris for the QoS spei�ation of failure detetors. The�rst one measures the speed of a failure detetor. It is de�ned in runs in whih p rashes.Detetion time (TD): this is a random variable representing the time that elapsesfrom the time that p rashes to the time when the �nal S-transition (of the failure detetorat q) ours and there are no transitions afterward. If there is no suh �nal S-transition,then TD =1; if suh an S-transition ours before p rashes, then TD = 0.The following two metris speify the auray of the failure detetor. All auraymetris are de�ned with respet to failure-free runs, i.e., runs in whih p does not rash.However, the Chen thesis [2℄ notes that the output of any failure detetor implementationat a time t should not depend on what happens after time t, i.e., the implementation doesnot predit the future. Therefore, the steady state behavior of a failure detetor before aproess p rashes is the same as its steady state behavior in runs in whih p does not rash.Thus, all auray metris also measure the auray of a failure detetor in runs in whihp eventually rashes (provided that this rash ours after the failure detetor has reahedits steady state behavior).There are two primary auray metris:Mistake reurrene time (TMR): this is a random variable representing the time thatelapses from an S-transition to the next one.Mistake duration (TM ): this is a random variable representing the time that elapsesfrom an S-transition to the next T-transition.4.2 Derived MetrisBesides these two auray metris, they de�ned other four auray metris whih an beomputed from TMR and TM :Average mistake rate (�M ): this measures the rate at whih a failure detetor makesmistakes.Query auray probability (PA): this is the probability that the failure detetor'soutput is orret at a random time.Good period duration (TG): this is a random variable representing the time thatelapses from a T-transition to the next S-transition.Forward good period duration (TFG): this is a random variable representing thetime that elapses from a random time at whih q trusts p to the time of the next S-transition.4.3 How the Auray Metris are RelatedTheorem 1 of Chen et al explains how the six auray metris are related. Pr(A) denotesthe probability of event A; E(X), E(Xk), and V (X) denote the expeted value (or mean),the kth moment, and the variane of random variable X, respetively.



4 Sotoma and MadeiraTheorem 1. For any ergodi failure detetor, the following results hold: 1) TG =TMR�TM . 2) If 0 < E(TMR) <1, then �M = 1=E(TMR) and PA = E(TG)=E(TMR). 3) If0 < E(TMR) <1 and E(TG) = 0, then TFG is always 0. If 0 < E(TMR) <1 and E(TG) 6=0, then 3a) for all x 2 [0;1), Pr(TFG � x) = R x0 Pr(TG > y)dy=E(TG), 3b) E(T kFG =E(T k+1G )=[(k + 1)E(TG)℄. In partiular, 3) E(TFG) = [1 + V (TG)=E(TG)2℄E(TG)=2.In failure-free runs, an ergodi failure detetor is that whih outputs histories whihfollow an ergodi probabilisti distribution. This means that, in failure-free runs, the failuredetetor slowly \forgets" its past history: from any given time on, its future behavior maydepend only on its reent behavior.5 The Probabilisti Network Model of Chen et alChen et al assume the following probabilisti network model:1. Proesses p (monitored proess) and q (failure detetor) are onneted by a link thatdoes not reate or dupliate messages, but may delay or drop messages.2. The message loss and the message delay through the link are probabilisti and areharaterized by two parameters: i) message loss probability pL, whih is the prob-ability that a message is dropped by the link, and ii) message delay D, whih is arandom variable with range (0;1) representing the delay from the time a message issent to the time it is reeived, under the ondition that the message is not droppedby the link.3. The expeted value E(D) and the variane V (D) of D are �nite.4. Proesses p and q have aess to their own loal loks, and for these loks there isno drift. They assert in pratie, lok drift rate is usually very small.5. The probabilisti behavior of the network does not hange over time. In despite ofthis assumpion, they suggest ways to modify the algorithm so that it dynamiallyadapts to hanges in the probabilisti behavior of the system.6. The rashes an not be predited.7. The delay and loss behaviors of the messages that a proess sends are independent ofwhether (and when) the proess rashes.8. Additionally, from Setion 3.3 of Chen et al paper, they assume that the link from pto q satis�es the following message independene property: The behaviors of any twoheartbeat messages sent by p are independent.6 The NFD-S Algorithm of Chen et alThe NFD-S algorithm of Chen et al, in Figure 2, has two parameters: � and Æ. Themonitored proess p sends periodially heartbeat messages m1;m2; : : : to the failure detetor



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 5proess q every � time units. Every heartbeat messagemi is tagged with its sequene numberi. Heneforth, �i denotes the sending time of message mi.q shifts the �is forward by Æ to obtain the sequene of times �1 < �2 < : : :, where�i = �i + Æ, for i � 1. For i = 0, �0 = 0. q uses the �is and the times on whih it reeivesheartbeat messages to determine whether to trust or suspet p, by using every time period[�i; �i+1).At time �i, q heks whether it has reeived some message mj with j � i. If so, q trustsp during the entire period [�i; �i+1). If not, q starts suspeting p, and if, at some time tbefore �i+1, q reeives some message mj with j � i, then q starts trusting p from time tuntil �i+1. If q starts suspeting p at time �i, and by time �i+1, q has not reeived anymessage mj with j � i, then q suspets p during the entire period [�i; �i+1).Proess p:1 for all i � 1, at time �i = i�, send heartbeat mi to q;Proess q:2 Initialization: output = S; fsuspet p initiallyg3 for all i � 1, at time �i = �i + Æ:4 if did not reeive mj with j � i then output S; fsuspet p if no fresh message isreeivedg5 upon reeive message mj at time t 2 [�i; �i+1):6 if j � i then output T ; ftrust p when some fresh message is reeivedgFigure 2. Failure detetor algorithm NFD-S with parameters � and Æ (loks are syn-hronized).From time �i to �i+1, only messages mj with j � i an a�et the output of the failuredetetor. For this reason, �i is alled a freshness point : from time �i to �i+1, messages mjwith j � i are still fresh. So, NFD-S has the following property: q trusts p at time t if andonly if q reeived a message that is still fresh at time t.This property immediately implies that the failure detetor reahes its steady state veryquikly: It does so at time �1, i.e., Æ time after the �rst heartbeat message is sent. Thisis beause, after time �j , the state of proess q only depends on what happens at or aftertime �j (the time when the jth message is sent).7 The QoS Basi Model of Chen et alThe QoS Basi Model of Chen et al paper assumes the Lemma 2 and Proposition 13 whihfollow. Lemma 2. For all i � 0 and all time t 2 [�i; �i+1), q trusts p at time t if and onlyif q has reeived some message mj with j � i by time t.Proposition 13. 1) An S-transition an only our at time �i for some i � 2 and itours at �i if and only if message mi�1 is reeived by q before time �i and no message mj



6 Sotoma and Madeirawith j � i is reeived by q by time �i; 2) Lemma 2 remains true if j � i in the statement isreplaed by i � j � i+ k; 3) part 1) above remains true if j � i in the statement is replaedby i � j < i+ k.The QoS Basi Model of Chen et al paper is desribed by the De�nition 1, Proposition3, and Theorem 5, whih follow.De�nition 1.1. For any i � 1, let k be the smallest integer suh that, for all j � i+ k, mj is sent ator after time � i.2. For any i � 1, let pj(x) be the probability that q does not reeive message mi+j bytime �i + x, for every j � 0 and every x � 0; let p0 = p0(0).3. For any i � 2, let q0 be the probability that q reeives message mi�1 before time �i.4. For any i � 1, let u(x) be the probability that q suspets p at time �i + x, for everyx 2 [0; �).5. For any i � 2, let ps be the probability that an S-transition ours at time �i.Proposition 3 below shows that De�nition 1 an be expressed in a way independent of i.pL is the probability of loss of heartbeats. Pr(D > y) and Pr(D < y) are respetively, theprobability that a message delays more than y, and the probability that a message delaysless than y.Proposition 3.1. k = dÆ=�e.2. For all j � 0 and for all x � 0,pj(x) = pL + (1� pL)Pr(D > Æ + x� j�):3. q0 = (1� pL)Pr(D < Æ + �).4. For all x 2 [0; �), u(x) =Qkj=0 pj(x).5. ps = q0u(0).Theorem 5. Consider a system with synhronized loks, where the probability ofmessage losses is pL and the distribution of message delays is Pr(D � x). The failuredetetor NFD-S with parameters � and Æ has the following properties:1. The detetion time is bounded as follows and the bound is tight:TD � Æ + �: (3.1)2. The average mistake reurrene time is:E(TMR) = �ps : (3.2)3. The average mistake duration is:E(TM ) = R �0 u(x)d(x)ps : (3.3)



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 78 Con�guring the Failure Detetor to Satisfy QoS Require-mentsThis Setion omes diretly from Setion 4 of Chen et al. They assume: 1) the loal loksof proesses are synhronized and 2) one knows the probabilisti behavior of the messages,i.e., the message loss probability pL and the distribution of message delays Pr(D � x).The goal is to �nd a on�guration proedure, hereafter alled on�gurator, whih takesas input these assumptions and the QoS requirements (TUD ; TLMR; TUM ). TUD is an upperbound on the detetion time, TLMR is a lower bound on the average mistake reurrenetime, and TUM is an upper bound on the average mistake duration. In other words, the QoSrequirements are that: TD � TUD ; E(TMR) � TLMR; E(TM ) � TUM : (4.1)Then, the on�gurator outputs QoS annot be ahieved, or the parameters � and Æsatisfying the QoS requirements. To minimize the network bandwidth taken by the failuredetetor, the on�gurator intends to �nd the largest intersending interval � that satis�esthese QoS requirements.From Theorem 5, the goal an be restated as a mathematial programming problem:maximize �subjet to Æ + � � TUD (4.2)�ps � TLMR (4.3)R �0 u(x)dxps � TUM ; (4.4)where the values of u(x) and ps are given by Proposition 3. Chen et al replaed the problem(4.4) by a simpler and stronger onstraint as follows.Proposition 21. If p0 > 0 and q0 > 0 (the nondegenerated ase), then E(TM ) � �=q0.So, the following on�guration proedure to �nd � and Æ results:� Step 1 : Compute q00 = (1� pL)Pr(D < TUD ) and let �max = q00TUM . If �max = 0, thenoutput \QoS annot be ahieved" and stop; else ontinue.� Step 2 : Let f� = �q00QdTUD =�e�1j=1 [pL + (1� pL)Pr(D > TUD � j�)℄ (4.5)Find the largest � � �max suh that f(�) � TLMR. Suh an � always exists. To �ndsuh an �, we an use a simple numerial method, suh as binary searh (this worksbeause, when � dereases, f(�) inreases exponentially fast).� Step 3 : Set Æ = TUD � � and output � and Æ.



8 Sotoma and MadeiraTheorem 7. Consider a system in whih loks are synhronized and the probabilistibehavior of messages is known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS requirements as in (4.1).The above proedure has two possible outomes: 1) It outputs � and Æ. In this ase, withparameters � and Æ, the failure detetor NFD-S satis�es the given QoS requirements. 2) Itoutputs \QoS annot be ahieved". In this ase, no failure detetor an ahieve the givenQoS requirements.The above proedure may not �nd the optimal (largest) possible � that satis�es the QoS.The � found by the proedure is lose to the optimal � depending on the distribution ofmessage delay and the message loss. However, there is a onservative bound on the optimal� that always holds regardless of the distribution:Proposition 8. To satisfy the QoS onstraint (4.1) with NFD-S, parameter � has tosatisfy � � �max=(pL + (1� pL)Pr(D > TUD ));where �max is de�ned in Step 1 of the on�guration proedure.9 Dealing with Unknown Message BehaviorThis Setion omes diretly from Setion 5 of Chen et al. They assume: 1) the loal loksof proesses are synhronized and 2) the probabilisti behavior of messages are unknown.In this ase, it is still possible to ompute � and Æ by using only pL, E(D), and V (D).To do so, it is used the following One-Sided Inequality of the probability theory: for anyrandom variable D with a �nite expeted value and a �nite variane,Pr(D > t) � V (D)V (D) + (t�E(D))2 ; for all t > E(D). (5.1)With this, the following bounds on the QoS metris of algorithm NFD-S an be derived:Theorem 9. Consider a system with synhronized loks and assume Æ > E(D). Foralgorithm NFD-S, we have E(TMR) � �=� and E(TM ) � �=, where� = k0Yj=0 V (D) + pL(Æ �E(D)� j�)2V (D) + (Æ �E(D)� j�)2 ;k0 = d(Æ �E(D))=�e � 1;and  = (1� pL)(Æ �E(D) + �)2V (D) + (Æ �E(D) + �)2 :The following on�guration proedure assumes TUD > E(D):� Step 1 : Compute 0 = (1�pL)(TUD �E(D))2=(V (D)+(TUD �E(D))2) and let �max =min(0TUM ; TUD �E(D)). If �max = 0, then output \QoS annot be ahieved" and stop;else ontinue.



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 9� Step 2 : Letf(�) = � � d(TUD�E(D))=�e�1Yj=1 V (D) + (TUD �E(D)� j�)2V (D) + pL(TUD �E(D)� j�)2 : (5.2)Find the largest � � �max suh that f(�) � TLMR. Suh an � always exists.� Step 3 : Set Æ = TUD � � and output � and Æ.Theorem 10. Consider a system in whih loks are synhronized and the probabilistibehavior of messages is not known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS requirements as in(4.1). The above proedure has two possible outomes: 1) It outputs � and Æ. In this ase,with parameters � and Æ, the failure detetor NFD-S satis�es the given QoS requirements.2) It outputs \QoS annot be ahieved". In this ase, no failure detetor an ahieve thegiven QoS requirements.Setion 5.1 of Chen et al also shows how to estimate pL, E(D), and V (D).10 Dealing with Unknown Message Behavior and Unsyn-hronized CloksThis Setion omes diretly from Setion 6 of Chen et al. The preeding setions haveassumed the loks of p and q are synhronized. In the algorithm NFD-S, q sets the freshnesspoints �is by shifting the sending times of heartbeats by a onstant. When loks are notsynhronized, the loal sending times of hearbeats at p annot be used by q to set the �isand, thus, q needs to do it in a di�erent way.So, Chen et al developed a new failure detetor algorithm, alled NFD-U, for systemswith unsynhronized loks. The new algorithm is very similar to the NFD-S; the onlydi�erene is that q now sets the �is by shifting the expeted arrival times of the heartbeats,rather than the sending times of heartbeats.They assume that loal loks do not drift with respet to real time, i.e., they auratelymeasure time intervals. Let �i denote the sending time of mi with respet to q's loal lok.Then, the expeted arrival time of mi at q is EAi = �i+E(D), where E(D) is the expetedmessage delay.They also assume that q knows the EAis (but they show how to estimate them). Toset the �is, q shifts the EAis forward by � time units (i.e., �i = EAi+�), where � is a newfailure detetor parameter that replaes Æ.The NFD-U algorithm of Chen et al, in Figure 3, has two parameters: � and �. NFD-Uand NFD-S (see Setion 6) di�er only in the way they set the �is: in NFD-S, �i = �i+Æ, while,in NFD-U, �i = EAi+� = �i+E(D)+� (the last equality holds beause EAi = �i+E(D)).Thus, the QoS analysis of NFD-U is obtained by simply replaing Æ by E(D) + � in theProposition 3, Theorem 5, and Theorem 9.



10 Sotoma and MadeiraProess p:fusing p's loal lokg1 for all i � 1, at time i�, send heartbeat mi to q;Proess q:fusing q's loal lokg2 Initialization:3 �0 = 0;4 l = �1; fl keeps the largest sequene number in all messages q reeived so fargfif the urrent time reahes �l+1, then none of the messages reeived is still freshg5 upon �l+1 = urrent time:6 output S; fsuspet p sine no message reeived is still fresh at this timeg7 upon reeive message mj at time t:8 if j > l then freeived a message with a higher sequene numberg9 l j;10 �l+1  EAl+1 + �; fset the next freshness point �l+1 using theexpeted arrival time of ml+1g11 if t < �l+1 then output T ; ftrust p sine ml is still fresh at time tgFigure 3. Failure detetor algorithm NFD-U with parameters � and � (loks are notsynhronized, but EAis are known).Replaing Æ by E(D) + � in Theorem 9, the following bounds on auray metris ofNFD-U an be obtained:Theorem 11. Consider a system with drift-free loks and assume � > 0. For thealgorithm NFD-U, we have E(TMR) � �=� and E(TM ) � �=, where� = k0Yj=0 V (D) + pL(�� j�)2V (D) + (�� j�)2 ; k0 = d(�=�e � 1; and = (1� pL)(� + �)2V (D) + (�+ �)2 :Note that the bounds given in Theorem 11 use only pL and V (D), and E(D) is notused.Theorem 11 an be used to ompute the parameters � and � of the failure detetorNFD-U so that it satis�es the following QoS requirements:TD � T uD +E(D); E(TMR) � TLMR; E(TM ) � TUM : (6.1)Note that the upper bound on the detetion time TD is not T uD, but T uD plus theunknown average message delay E(D). So, the atual upper bound TUD on the detetiontime is T uD +E(D).So, the on�guration proedure beomes as follows:



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 11� Step 1 : Compute 0 = (1�pL)(T uD)2=(V (D)+(T uD)2) and let �max = min(0TUM ; T uD).If �max = 0, then output \QoS annot be ahieved" and stop; else ontinue.� Step 2 : Let f(�) = � � dTuD=�e�1Yj=1 V (D) + (T uD � j�)2V (D) + pL(T uD � j�)2 : (6.2)Find the largest � � �max suh that f(�) � TLMR. Suh an � always exists.� Step 3 : Set � = T uD � � and output � and �.Theorem 12. Consider a system with unsynhronized, drift-free loks, where the prob-abilisti behavior of messages is not known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS requirementsas in (6.1). The above proedure has two possible outomes: 1) It outputs � and Æ. In thisase, with parameters � and Æ, the failure detetor NFD-U satis�es the given QoS require-ments. 2) It outputs \QoS annot be ahieved". In this ase, no failure detetor an ahievethe given QoS requirements.Setion 6.2.2 of Chen et al also shows how to estimate pL, and V (D). Setion 6.3 ofChen et al shows the NFD-E algorithm, whih modi�es the NFD-U algorithm only aboutthe expeted arrival times. While NFD-U assumes that q knows the exat value of all theEAis, NFD-E estimates them.So, eah time q exeutes the line 10 of algorithm NFD-U, q onsiders the n most reentheartbeat messages, denoted bym01; : : : ;m0n. Let s1; : : : ; sn be the sequene numbers of suhmessages and A01; : : : ; A0n be their reeipt times aording to q's loal lok. Then, EAl+1is estimated by: EAl+1 � 1n  nXi=1 A0i � �si!+ (l + 1)�:They have shown, from simulations, that NFD-E and NFD-U are pratially indistin-guishable for values of n as low as 30.11 A Model of Loss Bursts for Failure DetetorsThis Setion uses the Chen et al paper [3℄ as framework, and Chen thesis [2℄ to some proofs.Every Lemma, De�nition, or Theorem with numeration greater than 23 is exlusive of ourwork; and those ones of Chen et al whih were modi�ed appear with a letter 'a' after thenumeration.11.1 Modi�ed Probabilisti Network ModelThe probabilisti network model onsidered in the proposed model is the same of the Chenet al one (see Setion 5), exept by the following hanges:1) Besides the message loss probability (pL) and message delay (D), the link betweenp and q also has the additional probability distribution of loss burst lengths, given by allpL;z's, aording to Table 1 of Setion 11.2.



12 Sotoma and Madeira2) The message independene property is not required. There an be either the inde-pendent behavior of any two messages, or the dependent behavior of eah message onlywith its predeessor one.
11.2 The Markov Model for Loss BurstsThe Markov model of Sannek [6℄ (see Setion 2) is the basis for the De�nition 24.De�nition 24.1. Zn is a sequene of random variables with values within the spae F = f0; 1g. Zn = 0means a heartbeat message was reeived by q, and Zn = 1 means a heartbeat message waslost.2. h is the highest loss burst length whih has been noted by q until the urrent time.We assume h > 1.3. S = [0; h0℄, with h0 = h � 1 and S � N, is the set of possible states in the Markovhain.4. Xn+1 = f(Xn; Zn+1) is the random variable whih de�nes a Markov hain, withXn 2 S and X0 is the �rst observed state. If Xn < h0, then Xn+1 = Zn+1Xn + Zn+1; elseif Xn = h0, then Xn+1 = Zn+1Xn.5. The de�nitions of state and state transition probabilities, and Xn values are the sameof the random variable X in Setion 2, by using h0 in plae of m, and the word \message"in plae of \paket".The De�nitions 25 and 26, at next, simpliy the notation for the state transition prob-abilities of the Markov hain from the De�nition 24.De�nition 25. The probability of forward state transitions, from a state b to a statee � b, is de�ned as forw(b; e) = Qe�1n=b pn(n+1). When n � h0, it is used ph0h0, aording tothe De�nition 24.De�nition 26. The probability of a bakward state transition, from a state i to the state0 is de�ned as to0(i) = pi0. When i � h0, it is used ph00, aording to the De�nition 24.The Table 1, based on Sannek [6℄, shows how the probabilities used by the Markov hainof the De�nition 24 ould be approximated, by using only the loss probabilities, alled pL;z,for every loss burst of length z. If this information is not available in advane, someprobability distribution (e.g. uniform) ould be assumed before the model usage. Beausea Markov hain with limited state spae needs some pL;n with n > h0, whih is pL;h, tobe possible the state transition probability ph0h0 , our approah is valid only when h > 1(there are loss bursts). When h = 1, the Chen et al approah ould be used. Hereafter inthe formulae, Pr(X0 = i), for i 2 S, is a short notation for Pr(X = 0), Pr(X � z), orPr(X = h0) (see Table 1).



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 13Table 1. The Markov hain probabilities alulation.Markov modelwith h0 + 1states a is the highest valid heartbeat messagereeived a!1Burst loss(0 < z � h) pL;z = oza (oz is the number of lossbursts of length z) Pr(X = z)Burst loss(z = h0) overwindow h0 p0L;h0 = Phn=h0 (n�h0+1)ona = oh0a +2oha = pL;h0 + 2pL;h Pr(X = h0)(state probability)pL;um(h0) = p0L;h0Mean loss pL =Phz=1 zoza =Phz=1 zpL;z E[X ℄Cumulative loss(0 < z < h0) pL;um(z) =Phn=z ona =Phn=z pL;n Pr(X � z) (state probability)Cumulative loss(z = 0) pL;um(0) = 1� pL Pr(X = 0) (no loss ase)Conditional loss(0 < z � h0) pL;ond(z � 1; z) = pL;um(z)pL;um(z�1) Pr(X � zjX � z � 1) (statetrans. prob. p(z�1)z)Conditional loss(z = h0) pL;ond(h0; h0) = Phn=h0 (n�h0)onPhn=h0 non =ohah0( oh0a )+h( oha ) = pL;hh0pL;h0+hpL;h Pr(X = h0jX = h0) (state tran-sition prob. ph0h0)
The De�nition 1a de�nes some probabilities whih use the Markov hain of the De�nition24 for QoS of failure detetors in the presene of loss bursts. The Proposition 3a at nextonly mathematially desribes the De�nition 1a in a way independent of i.De�nition 1a.1. For any i � 1, let k be the smallest integer suh that, for all j � i+ k, mj is sent ator after time � i.2. For any i � 2, let q0 be the probability that q reeives the message mi�1 before time�i. In this ase, the Markov hain goes to state 0.3. For any i � 1, let u(x) be the probability that q suspets p, by reeiving no one of themessages mi+j, for every 0 � j � k� 1, at time �i+ x, for all x 2 [0; �). From state 0, theMarkov hain takes transitions.4. For any i � 2, let ps be the probability that an S-transition ours at time �i. Thisharaterizes the whole Markov hain.Proposition 3a.1. k = dÆ=�e.2. q0 =Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)Pr(D < Æ + �).3. For all x 2 [0; �), u(x) = uk(x). uw(x), with w initially equal to k, is de�ned as



14 Sotoma and Madeirafollows: u1(x) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > Æ + x� (k � 1)�)uw(x) = to0(0)Pr(D > Æ + x� (k � w)�)uw�1(x)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > Æ + x� (a+ k � w)�)uw�(a+1)(x)+ forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)Pr(D > Æ + x� (k � 1)�)+ forw(0; w)4. ps = q0u(0).In the Proposition 3a.3: i) k messages ould be reeived within [�i�1; �i+x); ii) the totalnumber of ombination of losses (represented by bits 1) and delays (represented by bits 0)is 2k; iii) the w index indiates how many messages are being onsidered, and from whatone among k � w to k � 1. For example, w = k onsiders the messages 0 to k � 1, andw = k�1 onsiders the messages 1 to k�1. The following proof is based on the Proposition4.2 proof in the Chen thesis.Proof of Proposition 3a.1) The proof of the Proposition 3a.1 is the same of Chen thesis: it is immediate fromthe fat that mj is sent at time �i � Æ + (j � i)� for all i � 1.2) The proof of the Proposition 3a.2 diretly follows from the fat that q0 is the prob-ability of mi�1 is not lost and be reeived with delay less than Æ + � time units, ausing astate transition to state 0 (to0(n)).3) The proof of u(x) is built in parts:a) u1(x) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > Æ + x � (k � 1)�) represents the probability ofthe (k�1)-th message be lost, or be delayed with a delay greater than Æ+x� (k�1)� timeunits to it be not reeived within [�i�1; �i + x).b) forw(0; w� 1)to0(w� 1)Pr(D > Æ+x� (k� 1)�) in uw(x) onsiders the probabilityof patterns with suÆx 1w�10. forw(0; w� 1) gives the probability of the sequene of w� 1losses of messages k�w to k�2. So to0(w�1)Pr(D > Æ+x�(k�1)�) gives the probabilityof the (k � 1)-th message be reeived with delay greater than Æ + x� (k � 1)�.) forw(0; w) in uw(x) onsiders the probability of patterns with suÆx 1w, i.e., theprobability of the sequene of w losses of messages k � w to k � 1.d) to0(0)Pr(D > Æ+x�(k�w)�)uw�1(x) in uw(x) onsiders the probability of patternswith preÆx 0. to0(0)Pr(D > Æ + x � (k � w)�) means the probability of the delay of the(k � w)-th message be greater than Æ + x � (k � w)� time units. uw�1(x) represents thereurrene whih alulates the probabilities of the 2w�1 ombinations of the following w�1messages. This reurrene �nishes when w = 2, by alling u1(x).e) Pw�2a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > Æ + x � (a + k � w)�)uw�(a+1) in uw(x) onsidersthe probability of patterns whih have pre�x 1a0, where a, 1 � a � w � 2, is the numberof onseutive losses of messages. The probability resulting from losses are desribed byforw(0; a). to0(a)Pr(D > Æ+x�(a+k�w)�) represents the probability of the (a+k�w)-thmessage be delayed more than Æ+ x� (a+ k�w)�. uw�(a+1)(x) represents the probabilityof the 2w�(a+1) ombinations of the following w� (a+1) messages. This reurrene �nisheswhen a = w � 2, by alling u1(x).



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 15A strong indution proof follows to verify if the reurrene works. In the indution base,when w = k = 1, u1(x) works as explained in part 3a) above. When w = k = 2, u2(x)learly uses the �rst, third, and fourth terms of uw(x) de�nition, and only u1(x) in the �rstterm. In the indution hypothesis, we onsider uw(x) works when 2 � w � k � 1. In theindution step, we verify if uw(x) works when 2 � w � k. It is lear that when w = k,the �rst term of uw(x) uses uw�1(x), whih by the indution hypothesis is alulated byuk�1(x). When w = k, the seond term of uw(x) uses uw�(a+1)(x), where w� (a+1) variesfrom k�2 to 1. Therefore, by the indution hypothesis, uw�(a+1)(x) is orretly alulated.The proofs of third and fourth terms diretly follow from parts 3b) and 3) above. So,uw(x) works when 2 � w � k.4) From the Proposition 3a.2, q outputs T , and from the Proposition 3a.3, q outputsS, leading to an S-transition. So, ps really is the probability that an S-transition ours attime �i. 2
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Figure 4. An example for the Proposition 3a.3 when k = 3.Figure 4 presents an example whih uses the terms of the Proposition 3a.3. k = 3, whihleads to 3 levels of reursion and 23 bit ombinations. This example shows the reursion inthe building of the bit pattern:In level 1 : a) the �rst term treats patterns whih begin with 0 (011, 010, 001, and 000), byalling u2(x); b) the seond term deals with patterns whih begin with sequenes of 1's andare followed by a sequene of 0's (101 and 100), exept those patterns whih have sequenesof 1's and only the last bit is 0; the patterns 1 and 0 are treated by alling u1(x); ) thethird term treats patterns where all bits are 1, exept the last one whih is 0 (110); and d)the fourth term manages patterns where there is only 1's (111).In level 2 : The patterns (11, 10, 01, and 00) are treated by u2(x), whose: a) �rst termtreats the patterns 01 and 00, and alls u1(x); b) seond term solves the pattern 10; and )fourth term solves the pattern 11. The patterns 1 and 0 are solved by u1(x).In level 3 : the patterns 1 and 0 are solved by u1(x).The Proposition 27 desribes the ases where the probability of message loss is di�erentto 0 and 1, and the probability of a message to arrive within the expeted time is greaterthan 0. It is used later on by the Proposition 21a.Proposition 27. The nondegenerated ases in the proposed model our when 0 <



16 Sotoma and MadeiraPr(X = 0) < 1, 0 < Pr(X � 1) < 1, and q0 > 0.Proof. 0 < Pr(X = 0) < 1 means a heartbeat message is reeived with probabilitydi�erent to 0 and 1. 0 < Pr(X � 1) < 1 means a heartbeat message is lost with probabilitydi�erent to 0 and 1. q0 > 0 is assumed to guarantee ps is di�erent from 0, otherwise, noS-transition would our. 2The De�nition 28 de�nes the probability for q to suspet p, and the Proposition 29mathematially desribes this probability.De�nition 28. For any i � 1, let u0(x) be the probability that q suspets p at time�i + x, for every x 2 [0; �). This suspiion ours when no one of the messages mi+j isreeived by time �i + x, for every 0 � j � k � 1. Our u0(x) assumes the Markov hain anbe in any initial state s 2 S.Proposition 29. u0(x) = Ph0s=0 Pr(X0 = s)us;k(x). uw�1(x) and uw�(a+1)(x) use theu(x) de�nition in the Proposition 3a and the De�nition 28. us;w(x), with w initially equalto k, is de�ned as follows:us;1(x) = forw(s; s + 1) + to0(s)Pr(D > Æ + x� (k � 1)�)us;w(x) = to0(s)Pr(D > Æ + x� (k � w)�)uw�1(x)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(s; s + a)to0(s+ a)Pr(D > Æ + x� (a+ k � w)�)uw�(a+1)(x)+ forw(s; s+ w � 1)to0(s+ w � 1)Pr(D > Æ + x� (k � 1)�)+ forw(s; s+ w):Proof. The proof of u0(x) is immediate from the fat that from any Markov hain stateis possible to loss a message (forward transition) or to reeive a message (transition to state0). Additionally, the u(x) de�nition in Proposition 3a an be used beause the Markovhain is always in state 0 when uw�1(x) and uw�(a+1)(x) are alled in us;w(x) de�nition.2The Proposition 30, at next, is used by the following Proposition 14a.Proposition 30. The Markov hain used in Proposition 3a has all state transitionprobabilities greater than 0.Proof. This is immediate from De�nition 24 (Xn+1 de�nition and Xn 2 [0; h0℄). 2Proposition 14a. u(0) > 0, in the nondegenerated ases, and for all x 2 [0; �),u(0) � u(x).Proof. From u(x) de�nition in Proposition 3a.4, u(0) = uk(0). In this ase we alsoonsider messages 0 to k � 1. uw(0), with w initially equal to k, is then:u1(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > Æ � (k � 1)�)uw(0) = to0(0)Pr(D > Æ � (k � w)�)uw�1(0)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > Æ � (a+ k � w)�)uw�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)Pr(D > Æ � (k � 1)�)+ forw(0; w)



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 17When k = 1, by using Proposition 30, u(0) = u1 > 0. When k > 1, it is enough to provethat one of the terms of uw(0) is greater than 0. Then, by using only the fourth termof uw(0) and Proposition 30: uw(0) � forw(0; w). So, u(0) > 0. To prove that for allx 2 [0; �), u(0) � u(x), it is enough to note u(x) is inuened by Pr(D > Æ+x�y�), wherey an be k � w, a+ k � w, or k � 1. Sine 0 � y � Æ, Æ + x� y� � 0 for all x 2 [0; �). Asgreater the Æ + x� y� value is, lower or equal is the Pr(D > Æ + x� y�) value. Moreover,Pr(D > Æ+x� y�) is always used in multipliations followed by sums of positive numbers.Therefore, if x1 = 0 and x2 2 [0; �), Pr(D > Æ + x1 � y�) � Pr(D > Æ + x2 � y�), whihimplies u(x1) � u(x2), leading to u(0) � u(x). 2The following Lemma 15a is used later on by Theorem 5a. Its proof is the same to thatof Lemma 15 of Chen et al paper, exept by the use of u0(x) of the Proposition insteadu(x).Lemma 15a. PA = 1� 1� R �0 u0(x)dx.The following Lemma 17 of Chen et al paper is still valid in our model.Lemma 17. f(TMR;n; TM;n); n = 1; 2; : : :g is a delayed renewal reward proess.The following Lemma 4 of Chen et al paper is still valid in our model beause our modeluses the same NFD-S algorithm.Lemma 4. NFD-S is an ergodi failure detetor.The following Lemma 16a is still valid in our model, by using the ps de�nition in theProposition 3a. Its proof is the same of that of Lemma 16 of Chen et al paper, exeptby the use of u(0) > 0 of the Proposition 14a. For all i � 2, they let Ai be the eventthat an S-transition ours at time �i. By the use of u(0) > 0 is possible to assert thatPr(Ai) = ps = q0u(0) > 0 in nondegenerated ases.Lemma 16a. E(TMR) = �=ps.Beause the same idea of algorithm NFD-S is used, the following Lemma 18 and itsproof of Chen et al paper is still valid in our model.Lemma 18. TD � Æ + � and this bound is tight.The following theorem summarizes our QoS analysis of the NFD-S, by using the previousde�nitions and propositions whih follow the De�nition 24.Theorem 5a. Consider a system with synhronized loks, where the probability ofmessage loss pL, the distribution of message delays Pr(D � x), and the probability distri-bution of loss burst lengths are known. The failure detetor NFD-S with parameters � andÆ has the following properties:1. The detetion time is bounded as follows and the bound is tight:TD � Æ + �: (3.1)2. The average mistake reurrene time is:E(TMR) = �ps : (3.2a)3. The average mistake duration is:E(TM ) = R �0 u0(x)d(x)ps : (3.3a)



18 Sotoma and MadeiraProof. The parts 1 and 2 of the theorem are diret from Lemmas 18 and 16a. Part3 is derived from the relation between E(TM ), PA, and E(TMR), as given in part 2 of theTheorem 1 and the results on PA and E(TMR) as given by Lemmas 15a and 16a. 2Our goal is to �nd a on�guration proedure, hereafter alled on�gurator, whih takesas input the probabilisti behavior of heartbeats and the QoS requirements (TUD ; TLMR; TUM ),and outputs � and Æ. TUD is an upper bound on the detetion time, TLMR is a lower boundon the average mistake reurrene time, and TUM is an upper bound on the average mistakeduration. In other words, the QoS requirements are that:TD � TUD ; E(TMR) � TLMR; E(TM ) � TUM : (4.1)From the Theorem 5a, the goal an be restated as a mathematial programming problem:maximize �:subjet to Æ + � � TUD (4.2)�ps � TLMR (4.3a)R �0 u0(x)dxps � TUM (4.4a)where the value of u0(x) is given by the Proposition 29, and the value of ps is given bythe Proposition 3a. Similar to Chen et al, the problem (4.4a) was replaed by a simplerand stronger onstraint as follows.Proposition 21a. In the nondegenerated ases of the Proposition 14a, E(TM ) �u0(0)�q0u(0) .Proof. By Proposition 14a, u(0) � u(x), for all x 2 [0; �), whih is also valid tou0(0) � u0(x). Thus, from equality (3.3a) and Proposition 3a:E(TM ) = R �0 u0(x)dxps � R �0 u0(0)dxq0u(0) = u0(0)�q0u(0) : 2Hereafter, E and V are short notations for E(D) and V(D), respetively.From the problem (4.2) and Propositions 3a and 21a, we obtain the following Proposition31, whih is used later on by the Theorem 5a on�gurator, whih is de�ned after theProposition 31.Proposition 31. Let be k = dTUD =�e. At next, u0(0) and u00(0) onsider, like Chen etal, only the messages 1 to k � 1. u0(0) =Ph0s=0 Pr(X0 = s)u00s;k(0). u00s;w(0), whih is basedon Proposition 29, is de�ned as follows:u00s;2(0) = forw(s; s + 1) + to0(s)Pr(D > TUD � (k � 1)�)u00s;w(0) = to0(s)Pr(D > TUD � (k � w + 1)�)u00w�1(0)+ w�3Xa=1 forw(s; s + a)to0(s+ a)Pr(D > TUD � (a+ k � w + 1)�)u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(s; s + w � 2)to0(s+ w � 2)Pr(D > TUD � (k � 1)�)+ forw(s; s + w � 1):The terms u00w�1(0) and u00w�(a+1)(0) of u00s;w(0) use the following u00(0) de�nition, whih is



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 19based on Proposition 3a:u002(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > TUD � (k � 1)�)u00w(0) = to(0)Pr(D > TUD � (k � w + 1)�)u00w�1(0)+ w�3Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > TUD � (a+ k � w + 1)�)u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 2)to0(w � 2)Pr(D > TUD � (k � 1)�)+ forw(0; w � 1):Proof. To prove u00(0) = u(0), we follow a reasoning similar to Chen et al. By part 1of Theorem 5a, we use TD � TUD = � + Æ in the following:u1(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > Æ � (k � 1)�), for k = dÆ=�e and message k � 1= forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > Æ + � � (k � 1)�), for k = d(Æ + �)=�e and message k � 1= forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > TUD � (k � 1)�) = u002(0), for k = dTUD =�e and message k � 1.uw(0) = to(0)Pr(D > Æ � (k � w)�)uw�1(0)+Pw�2a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > Æ � (a+ k � w)�)uw�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)Pr(D > Æ � (k � 1)�)+ forw(0; w), for k = dÆ=�e and messages 0 to k � 1uw(0) = to(0)Pr(D > Æ + � � (k � w)�)u00w�1(0)+Pw�3a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > Æ + � � (a+ k � w + 1)�)u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 2)to0(w � 2)Pr(D > Æ + � � (k � 1)�)+ forw(0; w � 1), for k = d(Æ + �)=�e and messages 1 to k � 1uw(0) = to(0)Pr(D > TUD � (k � w)�)u00w�1(0)+Pw�3a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > TUD � (a+ k � w + 1)�)u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 2)to0(w � 2)Pr(D > TUD � (k � 1)�)+ forw(0; w � 1) = u00w(0), for k = dTUD=�e and messages 1 to k� 1. So, u00(0) = u(0). The proofabout u0(0) of Proposition 29 be equal to u0(0) of Proposition 31 follows diretly from theproof above on u00(0) = u(0). The only di�erene is the use of the state s on probabilitiesto0 and forw. 2From the problems (4.1), (4.2), (4.3a), (4.4a) and Propositions 21a and 31, we obtainthe following on�gurator, alled Theorem 5a on�gurator, to �nd � and Æ:Step 1 : Compute q00 =Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)Pr(D < TUD ) and let g(�) = u0(0)�=q00u00(0),where u00(0) = u00k(0). If q00u00(0) = 0, then output \QoS annot be ahieved" and stop; elseontinue. Find the largest �max � TUD suh that g(�max) � TUM .Step 2 : Let f(�) = �=q00u00(0), �nd the largest � � �max suh that f(�) � TLMR.Step 3 : Set Æ = TUD � � and output � and Æ.Theorem 7a. Consider a system in whih loks are synhronized and the probabilityof message loss pL, the distribution of message delays Pr(D � x), and the probabilitydistribution of loss burst lengths are known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS requirementsas in (4.1). The Theorem 5a on�gurator has two possible outomes: 1) It outputs � andÆ. In this ase, with parameters � and Æ, the failure detetor NFD-S satis�es the given QoSrequirements. 2) It outputs \QoS annot be ahieved". In this ase, no failure detetor anahieve the given QoS requirements.



20 Sotoma and MadeiraProof. We prove the theorem in the following two parts:1. Suppose that the on�gurator outputs \QoS annot be ahieved". Then, the on�gu-rator stops at Step 1 and, thus, q00u00(0) = 0. What follows about q00 = 0 is from Chen et al.q00 = 0 implies Pr(D < TUD ) = 0. This means that, in suh a system, no message is reeivedwithin TUD time units after it is sent. Then, to satisfy TD � TUD , we laim that, at any timet > TUD , any failure detetor has to suspet p. In fat, sine all messages q has reeivedby time t are sent before time t� TUD , q does not obtain any information about whether prashes at time t � TUD . Thus, to satisfy TD � TUD , q has to suspet p at time t. Hene,for any failure detetor, we have E(TM ) = 1 and thus, it fails to satisfy E(TM ) � TUM .u00(0) = 0 implies E(TM ) = g(�) =1, whih leads to the failure detetor to fail to satisfyE(TM ) � TUM . Therefore, no failure detetor an satisfy the given QoS in this ase.2. Suppose that the on�gurator outputs parameters � and Æ. Then, by Step 3, we haveTUD = �+ Æ. By part 1 of Theorem 5a, TD � TUD is satis�ed. By Step 1 and Proposition 3a,q00 = Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)Pr(D < � + Æ) = q0. Note that we have q00u00(0) > 0 sine,otherwise, g(�) =1, and the on�gurator would output \QoS annot be ahieved" insteadof � and Æ. By Proposition 21a and Step 1, E(TM ) � g(�) = u0(0)�q00u00(0) = u0(0)�q0u(0) � TUM . So,E(TM ) � TUM is satis�ed. Thus, f(�) = �=q00u00(0) = �=q0u(0) = �=ps = E(TMR) by (3.2a).By Step 2, f(�) � TLMR is satis�ed. 2To ompute � and Æ when Pr(D � x) is unknown, we an use, similarly to Chen et al,the following One-Sided Inequality : For any random variable D with a �nite expeted valueand a �nite variane, Pr(D > t) � VV+(t�E)2 , for all t > E.By applying that One-Sided Inequality on the Propositions 3a and 29, we obtain theProposition 32 and the Theorem 9a, at next. Like Chen et al, the following Theorems9a and 11a, and the Propositions 32 e 34, onsider only the messages 0 to k0, and theiron�gurators onsider only the messages 1 to k0.By applying the One-Sided Inequality on Propositions 3a and 29, we obtain the Propo-sition 32 at next.Proposition 32. Let be k0 = d(Æ �E)=�e � 1. At next, u0(0) and u00(0) onsider, likeChen et al, only the messages 0 to k0. u000(0) =Ph0s=0 Pr(X0 = s)u00s;k(0). u00s;w(0), whih isbased on Proposition 29, is de�ned as follows:u00s;0(0) = forw(s; s + 1) + to0(s)(V=(V + (Æ �E � k0�)2))u00s;w(0) = to0(s)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (k0 � w)�)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�1Xa=1 forw(s; s+ a)to0(s+ a)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (a+ k0 � w)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(s; s + w)to0(s+ w)(V=(V + (Æ �E � k0�)2))+ forw(s; s + w + 1):The terms u00w�1(0) and u00w�(a+1)(0) of u00s;w(0) use the following u00(0) de�nition, whih isbased on the Proposition 3a:



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 21u000(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (Æ �E � k0�)2))u00w(0) = to(0)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (k0 � w)�)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�1Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (a+ k0 � w)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w)to0(w)(V=(V + (Æ �E � k0�)2))+ forw(0; w + 1):Proof. Note that for all j suh that 0 � j � k0, Æ� j� > E(D), j < (Æ�E(D))=� )max(j) = d(Æ � E(D))=�e � 1 = k0. k0 � dÆ=�e � 1 = k � 1. From Propositions 3a and14a, with w initially equal to k, we have u(x) � u(0) = u1(0), or u(x) � u(0) = uw(0). Forw = k = 1:u1(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)Pr(D > Æ � (k � 1)�). By the One-Sided Inequality, u1(0) �forw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (Æ � (k � 1)� �E)2). By onsidering message k0 � 1, we haveforw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (k0 � 1)�)2), and by onsidering message k0, we haveforw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (Æ �E � k0�)2) = u000(0). For w = k > 1:uw(0) = to0(0)Pr(D > Æ � (k � w)�)uw�1(0)+Pw�2a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)Pr(D > Æ � (a+ k � w)�)uw�(a+1)(0)+forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)Pr(D > Æ � (k � 1)�)+forw(0; w). By the One-Sided Inequality,uw(0) � to0(0)(V=(V + (Æ � (k � w)� �E)2))uw�1(0)+Pw�2a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (Æ � (a+ k � w)� �E)2))uw�(a+1)(0)+forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)(V=V + (Æ � (k � 1)� �E)2)+forw(0; w) = temp1. By onsidering messages 0 to k0 � 1,temp1 � to0(0)(V=(V + (Æ � (k0 � w)� �E)2))uw�1(0)+Pw�2a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (Æ � (a+ k0 � w)� �E)2))uw�(a+1)(0)+forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)(V=V + (Æ � (k0 � 1)� �E)2)+forw(0; w) = temp2. By onsidering messages 0 to k0,temp2 � to(0)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (k0 � w)�)2))u00w�1(0)+Pw�1a=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (Æ �E � (a+ k0 � w)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w)to0(w)(V=(V + (Æ �E � k0�)2))+ forw(0; w + 1) = u00w(0).By analogy, the proof of u000(0) follows diretly from the proof of u00(0). 2Theorem 9a. By assuming the Proposition 32, onsider a system with synronizedloks and assume Æ > E. For the algorithm NFD-S, we have E(TMR) � �=� andE(TM ) � u000(0)�0u00(0) , where0 =Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)((Æ + � �E)2=(V + (Æ + � �E)2)� = u00(0). For E(TM ) � u000(0)�0u00(0) , we assume u0(0)u(0) � u000(0)u00(0) , where u0(0) is from the Proposi-tion 29 and u(0) is from the Proposition 3a.Proof. By the Proposition 3a and the One-Sided Inequality, we haveq0 =Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)Pr(D < Æ + �)



22 Sotoma and MadeiraPh0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)(1 � Pr(D � Æ + �))�Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)(1 � VV+(Æ+��E)2 )=Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)( (Æ+��E)2V+(Æ+��E)2 ) = 0.By applying the One-Sided Inequality on the Proposition 21a, E(TM ) � u0(0)�q0u(0) , we haveu0(0) � u000(0), u(0) � u00(0), and q0 � 0. Therefore E(TM ) � u0(0)�q0u(0) � u000(0)�0u00(0) is valid onlywhen u0(0)u(0) � u000(0)u00(0) . In this ase, if u000(0)�0u00(0) � TUM , then E(TM ) � u0(0)�q0u(0) � TUM . To provewhether E(TMR) � �=� = �=u00(0), we use the fat that, by using the One-Sided Inequality,we have u(0) � u00(0). So, by Propositions 3a and (3.2a), E(TMR) = �=ps = �=q0u(0) ��=� = �=u00(0). Therefore, if �=u00(0) � TLMR, then �=ps � TLMR. 2From the problem (4.2), and the Theorem 9a, we obtain the following Proposition 33,whih is used later on by the Theorem 9a on�gurator, whih is de�ned after the Proposition32. Proposition 33. Let be k0 = d(TUD � E)=�e � 1. u000(0) = Ph0s=0 Pr(X0 = s)u00s;k0(0).u00s;w(0) based on the Proposition 32, is de�ned as follows:u00s;1(0) = forw(s; s + 1) + to0(s)(V=(V + (TUD � k0� �E)2))u00s;w(0) = to0(s)(V=(V + (TUD � (k0 � w + 1)� �E)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(s; s + a)to0(s+ a)(V=(V + (TUD � (a+ k0 � w + 1)� �E)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(s; s + w � 1)to0(s+ w � 1)(V=(V + (TUD � k0� �E)2))+ forw(s; s + w):The terms u00w�1(0) and u00w�(a+1)(0) of u000(0) use the following u00(0) de�nition, whih isbased on the Proposition 32:u001(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (TUD � k0� �E)2))u00w(0) = to(0)(V=(V + (TDU � (k0 � w + 1)� �E)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (TUD � (a+ k0 � w + 1)� �E)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)(V=(V + (TUD � k0� �E)2))+ forw(0; w):From the problems (4.1), (4.2), (4.3a), (4.4a), Theorem 9a, and Propositions 21a and 32,we obtain the following on�gurator, alled Theorem 9a on�gurator, to �nd � and Æ:Step 1 : Compute 0 = Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)((TUD � E)2=(V + (TUD � E)2) and letg0(�) = u000(0)�=0u00(0). If 00u00(0) = 0, then output \QoS annot be ahieved" and stop;else ontinue. Find the largest �max � TUD �E suh that g0(�max) � TUM .Step 2 : Let f(�) = �=�0, where �0 = u00w(0). Find the largest � � �max suh that f(�) �TLMR.Step 3 : Set Æ = TUD � � and output � and Æ.Theorem 10a. Consider a system in whih loks are synhronized and the probabilitybehavior of messages is not known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS requirements as in



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 23(4.1), and suppose TUD > E(D). The Theorem 9a on�gurator has two possible outomes:1) It outputs � and Æ. In this ase, with parameters � and Æ, the failure detetor NFD-Ssatis�es the given QoS requirements. 2) It outputs \QoS annot be ahieved". In this ase,no failure detetor an ahieve the given QoS requirements.With drift-free loks, we an replae Æ by E + � in the Theorem 9a to obtain theProposition 34 and Theorem 11a whih follow. The QoS requirements are (T uD; TLMR; TUM ),where TUD = T uD +E.From the Proposition 32, by replaing Æ with E + �, we obtain the Proposition 34 atnext.Proposition 34. Let be k0 = d�=�e � 1. At next, u0(0) and u00(0) onsider, like Chenet al, only the messages 0 to k0. u000(0) =Ph0s=0 Pr(X0 = s)u00s;k(0). u00s;w(0), whih is basedon Proposition 32, is de�ned as follows:u00s;0(0) = forw(s; s+ 1) + to0(s)(V=(V + (�� k0�)2))u00s;w(0) = to0(s)(V=(V + (�� (k0 � w)�)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�1Xa=1 forw(s; s+ a)to0(s+ a)(V=(V + (�� (a+ k0 � w)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(s; s + w)to0(s+ w)(V=(V + (� � k0�)2))+ forw(s; s + w + 1):The terms u00w�1(0) and u00w�(a+1)(0) of u00s;w(0) use the following u00(0) de�nition, whih isbased on the Proposition 32:u000(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (�� k0�)2))u00w(0) = to(0)(V=(V + (�� (k0 � w)�)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�1Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (�� (a+ k0 � w)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w)to0(w)(V=(V + (�� k0�)2))+ forw(0; w + 1):Theorem 11a. By assuming the Proposition 34, onsider a system with drift-freeloks and assume � > 0. For the algorithm NFD-U, we have E(TMR) � �=� andE(TM ) � u000(0)�0u00(0) , where0 =Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)((� + �)2=(V + (�+ �)2)� = u00(0). For E(TM ) � u000(0)�0u00(0) , we assume u0(0)u(0) � u000(0)u00(0) , where u0(0) is from the Propo-sition 29 and u(0) is from the Proposition 3a.From the problem (4.2), the Theorem 11a, and the Proposition 34, and the fat thatTUD = T uD+E, we obtain the following Proposition 35, whih is used later on by the Theorem11a on�gurator.Proposition 35. Let be k0 = dT uD=�e � 1. u000(0) = Ph0s=0 Pr(X0 = s)u00s;k(0). u00s;w,whih is based on the Proposition 34, is de�ned as follows:



24 Sotoma and Madeirau00s;1(0) = forw(s; s + 1) + to0(s)(V=(V + (T uD � k0�)2))u00s;w(0) = to0(s)(V=(V + (T uD � (k0 � w + 1)�)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(s; s+ a)to0(s+ a)(V=(V + (T uD � (a+ k0 � w + 1)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(s; s + w � 1)to0(s+ w � 1)(V=(V + (T uD � k0�)2))+ forw(s; s + w):The terms u00w�1(0) and u00w�(a+1)(0) use the following u00(0) de�nition, whih is based onthe Proposition 34:u001(0) = forw(0; 1) + to0(0)(V=(V + (T uD � k0�)2))u00w(0) = to(0)(V=(V + (T uD � (k0 � w + 1)�)2))u00w�1(0)+ w�2Xa=1 forw(0; a)to0(a)(V=(V + (T uD � (a+ k0 � w + 1)�)2))u00w�(a+1)(0)+ forw(0; w � 1)to0(w � 1)(V=(V + (T uD � k0�)2))+ forw(0; w):From the problems (4.1), (4.2a), (4.3a), (4.4a), Propositions 21a and 35, Theorem 11a,and due to TUD = T uD +E, we get the next on�gurator (alled SM) to �nd � and �:Step 1 : Compute 0 = Ph0n=0 Pr(X0 = n)to0(n)((T uD)2=(V + (T uD)2) and let g0(�) =u000(0)�=0u00(0).If 00u00(0) = 0, then output \QoS annot be ahieved" and stop; else ontinue. Find thelargest �max � T uD suh that g0(�max) � TUM .Step 2 : Let f(�) = �=�0, where �0 = u00w(0). Find the largest � � �max suh thatf(�) � TLMR.Step 3 : Set � = T uD � � and output � and �.Theorem 12a. Consider a system with unsynhronized, drift-free loks, where theprobabilisti behavior of messages is not known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS require-ments as in (6.1). The on�gurator SM has two possible outomes: 1) It outputs � and Æ.In this ase, with parameters � and Æ, the failure detetor NFD-U satis�es the given QoSrequirements. 2) It outputs \QoS annot be ahieved". In this ase, no failure detetor anahieve the given QoS requirements.12 Simulation of the Proposed ModelIn this Setion, we have used the outputs (� and �) from Chen et al's on�gurator (Chen)and from our on�gurator SM (see the end of Setion 11) to Chen et al's NFD-E algorithm(a variant of NFD-U) of the Setion 10. We have performed two simulations for aurayand two for detetion time. These simulations have basi settings similar to Chen et al:



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 25the message delay D follows the exponential distribution, TUM = 1, TLMR = 10 for TUD = 1,TLMR = 100 for TUD 2 f1:5; 2:0g, and TLMR = 10000 for TUD 2 f2:5; 3:0g. In the �rstsimulation, E(D) = 0:02, V (D) = 0:004, and pL = 0:01. In the seond one, E(D) = 0:1,V (D) = 0:01, and pL = 0:03. h is the maximum loss burst length used to generate thebursts (see De�nition 24).In the following �gures, for eah value of TUD , we plotted E(TMR), or E(TM ), by on-sidering, respetively, the average of a run of mistake reurrenes or mistake duration in-tervals. However, for limiting the simulation time, when the simulated time has reahed(x+10)�TLMR, eah simulation run stops. x is the number of intervals onsidered to obtainthe E(TMR) and E(TM ). For TUD 2 f1:0g, x = 10000. For TUD 2 f1:5; 2:0g, x = 1000. ForTUD 2 f2:5; 3:0g, x = 100. This leads to the generation of at least (x+10)�TLMR=� messages,when � � 1.For h 2 f3; 7; 12g, the bursty traÆ was generated with an uniform distribution onpL;z's, by using the pL formula in Table 1. The nonbursty traÆ was generated only with pLand E(D) (without the pL;z's), similar to Chen et al paper. In this ase, the on�guratorSM assumes h = 2, to get h0 = 1 (see De�nition 24).
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Required bound TUD on the worst-ase detetion timeFigure 5. This simulation shows if E(TMR) � TLMR for pL = 0:01 and E(D) = 0:02.The �gures 5 and 6 whih follow show the simulation results for pL = 0:01 and E(D) =0:02. Figure 5 shows if E(TMR) satis�es TLMR. On bursty traÆ, the on�gurator SMsatis�es TLMR in almost all ases, exept in 2 ones when h = 12: TUD 2 f2:5; 3g. The Chen'son�gurator satis�es TLMR in almost all ases, exept in 6 ones: when TUD 2 f2:5; 3g andh 2 f3; 7; 12g. Figure 6 shows if E(TM ) satis�es TUM . The on�gurator SM satis�es TUM in allases (bursty and nonbursty). On bursty traÆ, the Chen's on�gurator does not satisfyE(TM ) � 1 in 9 ases: a) h = 3 and TUD = 2; and b) h 2 f7; 12g and TUD 2 f1:5; 2; 2:5; 3g.On nonbursty traÆ, the on�gurator SM behaves similarly to Chen's on�gurator, by



26 Sotoma and Madeirasatisfying all ases for E(TMR) � TLMR and E(TM ) � TUM .
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Required bound TUD on the worst-ase detetion timeFigure 6. This simulation shows if E(TM ) � TUM for pL = 0:01 and E(D) = 0:02.
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Required bound TUD on the worst-ase detetion timeFigure 7. This simulation shows if E(TMR) � TLMR for pL = 0:03 and E(D) = 0:1.The �gures 7 and 8 whih follow show the simulation results for pL = 0:03 and E(D) =0:1. Figure 7 shows if E(TMR) satis�es TLMR. On bursty traÆ, the on�gurator SM satis�esTLMR in all ases. The Chen's on�gurator satis�es TLMR only in 6 ases, from 15 ones: when



Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors in the Presene of Loss Bursts 27TUD = 1 and h 2 f3; 7; 12g, TUD = 1:5 and h = 12, and TUD = 2 and h 2 f7; 12g. Figure 8shows if E(TM ) satis�es TUM . The on�gurator SM satis�es TUM in all ases (bursty andnonbursty), exept when TUD = 1 and h = 7 in bursty traÆ. On bursty traÆ, the Chen'son�gurator does not satisfy E(TM ) � 1 in 11 ases: h = 3 and TUD = 2; and b) h 2 f7; 12gand TUD 2 f1; 1:5; 2; 2:5; 3g. On nonbursty traÆ, the on�gurator SM behaves similarly toChen's on�gurator, by satisfying all ases for E(TMR) � TLMR and E(TM ) � TUM .
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Required bound TUD on the worst-ase detetion timeFigure 8. This simulation shows if E(TM ) � TUM for pL = 0:03 and E(D) = 0:1.When h = 3 and TUD 2 f2:5; 3g, the �gures 5 and 7 show the on�gurator SM withE(TMR) � 50000, whih is muh lower than real values. This was done to make the layoutbetter beause no TMR interval has ourred in these ases.On nonbursty traÆ, both on�gurators behave similarly, by satisfying TLMR and TUM .The on�gurator SM meets better the QoS requirements beause as the loss burst lengthinreases, it generates lower � values and greater � values (see the end of Setion 11). Unlikethe Chen's on�gurator, whih does not take into aount the loss burst lengths.Besides these simulations, we have veri�ed if the required bound TUD is satis�ed. Foreah value of TUD , in 50 runs with arbitrary rash times, both on�gurators always satisfyTUD .It is important to highlight that the uniform distribution on loss bursts is rarely foundin pratie. The most ommon probability distributions on Internet are variations of ge-ometri and exponential distributions [1, 5℄. So, additional experiments should be madeto evaluate both on�gurators. To guarantee the QoS, the geometri (exponential) distri-bution ould be thought as the best ase (all ases satis�ed) to the on�gurators, and theuniform distribution ould be thought as the worst one (some ases ould be not satis�ed).



28 Sotoma and Madeira13 ConlusionsThis paper has extended the paper of Chen et al [3℄, by proposing a Markov model for QoSof failure detetors suitable to ourrene of loss bursts. The simulation results show that,on nonbursty traÆ and on bursty traÆ (when the original Chen et al work an fail), thenew on�gurators guarantee the QoS requirements in all ases and in the greater numberof ases, respetively.14 AknowledgementsThe authors thank Jorge Stol� by the useful omments about the Markov modeling andthe impat of the One-Sided Inequality on the formulae.Referenes[1℄ J. Andr�en, M. Hilding, and D. Veith. Understanding End-to-End Internet TraÆ Dy-namis. Proeedings of IEEE 1998 Global Communiations Conferene (GLOBECOM98). Sidney, Australia, November 1998.[2℄ W. Chen.On the Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors. PhD thesis, Cornell University,Cornell, May 2000.[3℄ W. Chen, S. Toueg, and M. K. Aguilera. On the Quality of Servie of Failure Detetors.IEEE Transations on Computers, 51(5):561{580, May 2002.[4℄ S. Floyd and V. Paxson. DiÆulties in Simulating the Internet. IEEE/ACM Transa-tions on Networking, 9(4):392{403, August 2001.[5℄ A. Konrad, B. Y. Zhao, A. D. Joseph, and R. Ludwig. A Markov-Based Channel ModelAlgorithm for Wireless Networks. Proeedings of Fourth ACM International Workshopon Modeling, Analysis and Simulation of Wireless and Mobile Systems (MSWiM 2001).Rome, Italy, July 2001.[6℄ H. Sannek. Paket Loss Reovery and Control for Voie Transmission over the Inter-net. PhD thesis, Tehnishen Universit�at Berlin, Berlin, Otober 2000.[7℄ M. Yajnik, S. B. Moon, J. Kurose, and D. Towsley. Measurement and modeling of thetemporal dependene in paket loss. In Proeedings of INFOCOM'99, New York, USA,Marh 1999.[8℄ Y. Zhang. Charaterizing End-to-end Internet Performane. PhD thesis, Cornell Uni-versity, Cornell, August 2001.


